3. What was the most valuable experience?
The diversity of the participants, getting to know colleagues from other
departments.
Seeing colleagues across campus (and from other colleges/universities) from
different disciplines – all sharing their teaching ideas regarding ethics. It was a
very good way to bring the campus community together for something very
valuable – share ideas.
The opportunity to hear about how ethics are taught in a variety of disciplines.
The idea itself. It’s an important topic, and it was good to see some of the
interdisciplinary opportunities arise.
Getting exposed to so many new ideas and practical uses for ethics in education.
I liked the variety in session topics. Very interesting and valuable to apply to
teaching. I also enjoyed the time at the end for Q&A, and to hear the perspectives
and reflections of the audience.
Hearing perspectives from a wide variety of fields/specialties
Learning more about ethics and getting to see talks done by students and
colleagues.
The diversity in the presentations were incredible! None of the presentations
were semi repetitive and I learned so much about different areas of ethics.
Some of the experiences shared.
The student presentations, regarding Japan and presentation regarding Native
Americans. Also meeting other professors and learning what they were teaching
about and Active Learning examples and techniques.
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I really enjoyed hearing about other departments experiences with Ethics in the
Classroom. It was so refreshing to get some cross-disciplinary conversations
going.
Hearing how faculty across several disciplines approach ethics.
Chatting with colleagues between talks.
Personally, the most valuable experience was exploring and researching aspects of
my job that I never had before In terms of the most valuable presentations that I
saw during the day, I think I gained the most from Dr. Wrona & Dr. Dorr’s, Dr.
Miaskiewicz’s, Dr. Taylor’s, and Ms. Ross’s presentations.
Learning about the ethical issues in various disciplines.
I really enjoyed the input from so many different departments. It is great to see
that we are all working on teaching ethics.
Sharing ideas with people outside my discipline on a valuable and interesting
topic.
Most valuable for me was the content of a number of the presentations, not
necessarily ideas about teaching ethics but accompanying information about their
fields of study and what they had learned. For instance, Sue Kraus’ and Natasha’s
presentation on the inability of the psych department to replicate the findings of
previous experiments was fascinating. Sometimes the ideas about teaching ethics
were enlightening. Sarah’s talk on how to introduce non-philosophy students to
ethics in a single class period was helpful to me. Most of the talks conveyed
something important.
Hearing from disciplines other than my own.
Learning what others were doing in their classes.
Just being able to hear and discuss colleague’s different ideas and methods for
teaching.
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Interaction with other departments. : Listening to other disciplines view.
Personal stories about ethical issues in business discussed during presentations. I
liked Lorraine's talk a lot.
Learning from my colleagues across campus was very valuable and energizing!
Seeing all of those great teachers in one place reminds me why I love teaching at
FLC!
It was great to talk with colleagues across disciplines about teaching ethics.
Just attending such a nice conference. Also I could hear many perspectives in terms
of ethics not only from education but also different subjects.
Hearing about other colleagues approach to ethics—loved the cross-discipline
experience.
Learning from others. Also, the conference helped me to develop some great
content on online privacy/remarketing that I plan to incorporate into my digital
marketing class.
I talked about a common ethical issue in Japan so people know about this new
issue. Also this is my first experience attending a conference.
The multiple approaches to teaching ethics show how it is interdisciplinary.
The variety of the different speakers, approaches to teaching ethics, and topics.
Being able to converse with professors from other departments about the
different ethical issues and challenges they face in their fields and/or with their
students. I really enjoyed all of the talks I saw!
I really enjoyed hearing the ideas and different approaches to pedagogy and
curriculum. The input from my colleagues was really interesting!
Learning from others.
Hearing from people from different disciplines!
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